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Alaska print
Men&#039;s cap and scarf
Quality:
Alaska print (Gründl)
80 % acrylic, 20 % wool
100 g / 75 m
Size:
Cap: size M: head circumference approx. 55 cm - 57 cm, size L head circumference approx. 58 cm 60 cm
Scarf: approx. 21 cm wide and 180 cm long
Consumption:
Cap: approx. 80 g colour 06 (mocca color)
Scarf: approx. 420 g colour 06 (mocca color)
Size of needle:
Cap: round needles 9.0 - 10.0
Scarf: round needles 10.0 - 12.0
Pattern:
stocking stitch:
right-side-row: knit plain st between edge st, return row, knit purl st between edge stitches.
Rib pattern: (Number of st. divisible by 2):
Front and back row: knit alternately 1 st. plain and 1 st. purl between edge stitches.
Edge st:
Knit plain crossed-over at the start of the row, slip stitch at end of row with yarn in front of st.
Stitch sample:
stocking stitch: (cap) 10 st x 14 r = 10 cm x 10 cm
rib pattern: (scarf) 14 st x 13 r = 10 cm x 10 cm
Instructions:
Cap: (deviating information for size L in brackets)
The cap is knitted open in rows to and fro.
Cast on 48 (50) st plus 2 edge stitches, start with 1 return row and knit 2 cm (= 3 r) in rib pattern.
(Tip: knit this 3 r very tight so the cap sits well around the ears; if necessary take one needle size
down). Subsequently, continue in stocking stitch. In 12 (13.5) cm (= 17 (19) r) total height after edge
st (for size L: after the first two st = edge stitch and subsequent st) mark every 8. st and respectively
knit the marked st with the previous st together in plain (= 44 (46) st). Repeat these decreases
exactly over the marked st another 1 x in the following 4. r. and 4 x in each 2. r (= 14 (16) st). Pull
working thread 2 x through these st. and pull st together. Close the rear seem in mattress stitch (=
place right and left working edge together face up and alternately catch the square thread left and
right between the edge stitch and the st on the left or right beside it. Pull the thread after a few cm for
the seam to close. The edge st are pulled inward, the stocking stitches on both sides meet, so that
the seam becomes almost invisible).
Scarf:
Cast on 28 st plus 2 edge st and knit 180 cm in rib pattern. Then cast off stitches straight, in the
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process, knit stitches as they come.
Abbreviations:
st. = stitch(es) • r = row(s)
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